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The stability of mass-selected pure cobalt oxide and chromium doped cobalt oxide cluster cations,
ConO+

m and Con−1CrO+
m (n = 2, 3; m = 2–6 and n = 4; m = 3–8), has been investigated using

photodissociation mass spectrometry. Oxygen-rich ConO+
m clusters (m ≥ n + 1 for n = 2, 4 and m

≥ n + 2 for n = 3) prefer to photodissociate via the loss of an oxygen molecule, whereas oxygen
poorer clusters favor the evaporation of oxygen atoms. Substituting a single Co atom by a single
Cr atom alters the dissociation behavior. All investigated Con−1CrO+

m clusters, except CoCrO+
2 and

CoCrO+
3 , prefer to decay by eliminating a neutral oxygen molecule. Co2O+

2 , Co4O+
3 , Co4O+

4 , and
CoCrO+

2 are found to be relatively difficult to dissociate and appear as fragmentation product of sev-
eral larger clusters, suggesting that they are particularly stable. The geometric structures of pure and
Cr doped cobalt oxide species are studied using density functional theory calculations. Dissociation
energies for different evaporation channels are calculated and compared with the experimental obser-
vations. The influence of the dopant atom on the structure and the stability of the clusters is discussed.
© 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4890500]

I. INTRODUCTION

Transition metal oxides have attracted long-standing in-
terest in physics, chemistry, and material science due to their
huge potential for applications in catalysis, electronics, and
magnetic materials.1–5 During the last two decades, their cor-
responding gas phase clusters have been investigated exten-
sively, showing a non-monotonic dependence of properties
on the number of constituent atoms and the cluster com-
position, which results in intriguing chemical and physical
properties.6–9

In this regard, binary and doped transition metal ox-
ide clusters have been designed artificially to understand
the interplay between, on one hand, composition, cluster
size, structure, shape and, on the other hand, their physi-
cal and chemical properties. For example, the evolution of
electronic structures as a function of composition and charge
state of MM′O2−

7 and M2O2−
7 (M, M′ = Cr, Mo, W) clus-

ters was studied using photoelectron spectroscopy.10 Singly
Ti for V substituted (V2O5)n − 1(VTiO5)− (n = 2–4) cluster
anions were shown to have polyhedral caged structures sim-
ilar to those of their isoelectronic counterparts, the neutral
(V2O5)n clusters.11 The electronic and geometric structures of
MoWO−

y and MoVO−
y were compared to their monometallic

analogs, Mo2O−
y , W2O−

y , and V2O−
y (y = 2–5), using vibra-

tionally resolved anion photoelectron spectroscopy.12, 13 The
electron transfer and the structures of [(CeO2)(VO2)1,2]+ and
[(Ce2O3)(VO2)]+ clusters were discussed on the basis of in-
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frared vibrational predissociation spectroscopy experiments
and quantum chemical computations.14

Cobalt oxide species have been considered as one of the
most fascinating systems, e.g., due to their capability to act as
an efficient catalyst for water splitting and CO oxidation.15–18

Cobalt oxide nanoparticles can also be used in magnetic
storage devices and sensor applications.19–21 Their stability,
structures, chemical reactivities, ionization energies, disso-
ciation energies, and magnetic properties are engaging and
challenging subjects.22–27 Triggered by the above listed ex-
amples that illustrate the effect of dopant atoms on the prop-
erties of metal oxide clusters, we set out to investigate the
influence of chromium dopants on the structure and stabil-
ity of cobalt oxide clusters. These clusters likely have inter-
esting magnetic properties, since Co and Cr, both 3d transi-
tion metals, are ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic in bulk,
respectively. Moreover, cobalt-chromium oxide systems at-
tract attention due to their potential to produce large mag-
netoelectric effects, in particular in the multiferroic spinel
CoCr2O4, which demonstrates simultaneously ferroelectric-
ity and ferromagnetism.5, 28, 29 More insight into the size-
and constituent-dependent structure and stability of cobalt-
chromium oxide clusters may eventually allow to control and
tune the functionality of multiferroics at the atomic scale.

The stability of a cluster is reflected in many size-
dependent properties, such as abundances, ionization ener-
gies, and dissociation energies. If excess energy is provided
by external manipulations, e.g., by photoexcitation, the cluster
stability can be investigated via induced fragmentation.30–38

Statistical models in combination with photofragmentation
spectroscopy can be used to extract the relative dissociation
energies that are associated with cleavages of different bonds.

0021-9606/2014/141(4)/044311/7/$30.00 © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC141, 044311-1
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This approach has been followed to study the stability of size-
selected clusters, showing that the dissociation channels are
governed by relative stabilities of the daughter clusters.30–32

In addition, more stable clusters, characterized by larger dis-
sociation energies, are known to remain more abundant after
fragmentation and they are produced as preferred fragments
from larger clusters.34–38

In this work, the size- and dopant-dependent fragmenta-
tion behavior of ConO+

m and Con−1CrO+
m (n = 2, 3; m = 2–6

and n = 4; m = 3–8) clusters is investigated by means of laser
dissociation and mass spectrometry. Density functional the-
ory (DFT) calculations are performed for selected species to
further explore the structures and dissociation energies of the
clusters.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

The pure cobalt and chromium doped cobalt oxide clus-
ter cations, ConO+

m and Con−1CrO+
m, are produced in a

10 Hz laser vaporization source39 coupled to a dual reflectron
high resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometer.40 In partic-
ular, Co and Cr metal targets are ablated by two independent
pulsed Nd:YAG lasers at 532 nm. After vaporization, helium
gas containing 1% of O2 is introduced into the source cham-
ber through a pulsed valve to initiate cluster formation. The
cluster temperature is estimated to equal the temperature of
the cluster source (i.e., 300 K). The validity of this assumption
was confirmed in earlier work where argon absorption was
used to probe the source temperature.41, 42 The central part of
the cluster beam is selected by a skimmer before entering the
extraction chamber, where cationic clusters are accelerated or-
thogonally into the reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrome-
ter (m/�m ∼ 4000). The clusters of interest are mass-selected
by a wire-type mass gate,31, 43 installed at the temporal fo-
cal point of the first reflectron. Right after the mass gate, the
mass-selected clusters are exposed to the third harmonic of a
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics GCR 150). The
laser is slightly defocused to a beam spot of 15 mm diameter
and fluences in the range of 10−80 mJ/cm2 are used for pho-
todissociation. Based on geometric arguments, the overlap of
the laser beam with the ion packet is estimated to be 75%. The
photofragments and the remaining parent clusters are mass
separated in the second reflectron before being recorded by a
microchannel plate detector.

For none of the investigated metal oxide clusters
photofragments were obtained at laser fluences lower than
20 mJ/cm2. Experiments done by Duncan and co-workers
also have shown that a minimal laser fluence is required for
photodissociation of transition metal oxide clusters.35–38 This
likely implies that more than one photon is required to trig-
ger fragmentation. On the other hand not more than two sub-
sequent evaporation events were observed, even with high
fluences applied, which indicates that maximally a few pho-
tons are absorbed. The fragmentation takes place on the time
scale of several microseconds, as confirmed by the obser-
vation of dissociation in the second reflectron. This implies
that the photofragmentation process occurs via a statistical
mechanism,32 which takes place after the electronic energy
is converted into ground-state thermal energy.44

DFT calculations are performed using the hybrid
B3P86 functional45, 46 in conjunction with the cc-pVTZ and
cc-pVTZ-pp (pp stands for a set of pseudopotentials) basis
sets as implemented in the GAUSSIAN 09 program.47 Struc-
tural optimization is done at the B3P86/cc-pVTZ-pp level for
Co and Cr and the B3P86/cc-pVTZ level for O. Relative ener-
gies of the isomers and dissociation energies are determined
on the basis of single-point calculations performed at the op-
timized structures using the full electron cc-pVTZ basis set.

The B3P86/pVTZ level was selected for the calculation
of dissociation energies. The choice of this level resulted from
benchmark calculations on dimers, which are presented in the
supplementary material.48 These benchmark calculations also
showed that the DFT approach might be less accurate for
describing the metal-metal bonds, but is reliable for metal-
oxygen bonds. Since most of the clusters studied in this work
only have metal-oxygen bonds (especially those with n ≤ 3,
see further), we are confident that the used computational ap-
proach is suitable to predict the relative cluster stability.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The results and discussion section is divided in four parts.
In Subsection III A, the experimental photofragmentation
channels of ConO+

m and Con−1CrO+
m (m = 2–6 for n = 2, 3

and m = 3–8 for n = 4) are analyzed. The influence of the
substitution of a Co by a Cr atom on the preferred evapo-
ration channel is highlighted. In Subsection III B, relative
stability and indirect structural information as suggested by
the photofragmentation data is discussed. In Subsection III C,
the calculated structures ConO+

m and Con−1CrO+
m (m = 1–4

for n = 2, 3 and m = 4 for n = 4) are presented. Finally,
in Subsection III D, computed dissociation energies are dis-
cussed in terms of the experimentally observed fragmentation
channels.

A. Photofragmentation channels

Figure 1 shows selected photofragmentation spectra of
pure cobalt oxide and chromium doped cobalt oxide clusters.
An overview of the identified dissociation channels of ConO+

m

and Con−1CrO+
m (m = 2–6 for n = 2, 3 and m = 3–8 for n = 4)

is given in Table I. We could not mass-select and photofrag-
ment Co3CrO+

6 because of its low intensity. For all studied
ConO+

m and Con−1CrO+
m clusters, the elimination of either an

oxygen atom or an oxygen molecule is found to be the pre-
ferred dissociation channel. There is no evidence for evapora-
tion of metal atoms, with the exception of Co3O+

2 for which
the loss of a Co atom is observed as a parallel dissociation
channel. Since the detector is unable to record neutral frag-
ments, we can in principle not differentiate between the evap-
oration of an O2 molecule or the consecutive evaporation of
O atoms, in which case the fragment is denoted as [O2]. A
similar reasoning is followed for [O4]. In certain cases, laser
fluence dependent measurements confirmed the direct evapo-
ration of a O2 molecule.

Co2O+
2 and CoCrO+

2 are both found to dissociate via the
loss of an oxygen atom. Co2O+

3 dissociates into Co2O+ and a
small amount of Co2O+

2 . At low laser fluence only the Co2O+
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FIG. 1. Mass-selected photofragmentation spectra of ConO+
m and Con − 1CrO+

m (m = 2, 3 for n = 2, m = 2–4 for n = 3, and m = 3, 4 for n = 4) with

75 mJ/cm2 of 355 nm laser light. The peaks with highest intensity correspond to the remaining parent ions. The peak marked with the asterisk corresponds to
transmitted Cr2O+

6 due to the limited resolution of the mass selector.

fragment is observed, which indicates the direct loss of an O2
molecule rather than sequential evaporation of two O atoms.
The alloy cluster CoCrO+

3 , on the other hand, preferentially
dissociates via the loss of a single oxygen atom. The oxygen-
rich clusters, Co2O+

4−6 and CoCrO+
4−6, are found to dissociate

via loss of [O2].
Evaporation of [O2] is the only recorded dissociation

channel of the oxygen rich Co3O+
5,6 and the alloy Co2CrO+

2−6
clusters. The dissociation behavior of the oxygen poorer
Co3O+

2−4 clusters is different. Co3O+
2 dissociates via two par-

allel channels: O and Co atom evaporation, with similar in-
tensities. Co3O+

3 also decays via two parallel channels, with
the loss of O2 as preferred channel over atomic O evaporation.
Co3O+

4 fragments solely by eliminating oxygen atoms.
Photodissociation spectra of the clusters with four metal

atoms show a similar behavior as the smaller sizes. All stud-
ied doped clusters, Co3CrO+

m with m = 3–8, fragment via
the loss of [O2]. The pure cobalt oxide species behave differ-
ently. Co4O+

3 loses [O2], while Co4O+
4 evaporates an O atom.

Co4O+
5 has two parallel evaporation channels, corresponding

to the loss of O and O2, with Co4O+
3 being the most intense

fragment.
In summary, the photodissociation spectra show that the

substitution of a single Co by a Cr atom in ConO+
m has an

influence on the preferred evaporation channel. Whereas all
Con−1CrO+

m clusters (except CoCrO+
2,3) prefer to decay by

elimination of [O2] units, several pure ConO+
m clusters evapo-

rate atomic oxygen.
The present results for the pure ConO+

m can be compared
with previous experimental dissociation studies. This compar-
ison is summarized in Table II. Collision-induced dissociation
of oxygen-equivalent ConO+

n and oxygen-deficient ConO+
n−1

(n = 2−5) clusters was studied by Freas and coworkers.23

Johnson et al. reported the influence of stoichiometry and
charge state on the structure of ConO−,0,+

m (n = 1, 2 and m
= 2–6).27 Recently, photodissociation investigations of
ConO+

m (n = 4–9, m = 4–17) clusters by Dibble et al.
demonstrated the high stability of Co4O+

4 .35 It was also

TABLE I. Evaporation channels and fragment ions resulting from photodissociation of ConO+
m and Con − 1CrO+

m. The most intense fragment is listed first. A
slash is used to separate parallel fragmentation channels.

Parent cluster Fragment ion Evaporation channel Parent cluster Fragment ion Evaporation channel

Co2O+
2 Co2O+ O CoCrO+

2 CoCrO+ O
Co2O+

3 Co2O+/Co2O+
2 O2, O CoCrO+

3 CoCrO+
2 O

Co2O+
4 Co2O+

2 [O2] CoCrO+
4 CoCrO+

2 [O2]
Co2O+

5 Co2O+
3 [O2] CoCrO+

5 CoCrO+
3 [O2]

Co2O+
6 Co2O+

2 [O4] CoCrO+
6 CoCrO+

4 [O2]

Co3O+
2 Co3O+/Co2O+

2 O/Co Co2CrO+
2 Co2Cr+ [O2]

Co3O+
3 Co3O+/Co3O+

2 O2/O Co2CrO+
3 Co2CrO+ [O2]

Co3O+
4 Co3O+

3 O Co2CrO+
4 Co2CrO+

2 , Co2Cr+ [O2], [O4]
Co3O+

5 Co3O+
3 [O2] Co2CrO+

5 Co2CrO+
3 [O2]

Co3O+
6 Co3O+

4 [O2] Co2CrO+
6 Co2CrO+

4 [O2]

Co4O+
3 Co4O+ [O2] Co3CrO+

3 Co3CrO+ [O2]
Co4O+

4 Co4O+
3 O Co3CrO+

4 Co3CrO+
2 [O2]

Co4O+
5 Co4O+

3 /Co4O+
4 O2/O Co3CrO+

5 Co3CrO+
3 [O2]

Co4O+
6 Co4O+

4 [O2] ... ... ...
Co4O+

7 Co4O+
5 , Co4O+

3 [O2], [O4] Co3CrO+
7 Co3CrO+

5 [O2]
Co4O+

8 Co4O+
4 [O4] Co3CrO+

8 Co3CrO+
6 [O2]
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TABLE II. Comparison of the ConO+
m dissociation channels observed in the

present study with results available in literature. The most intense channel, if
applicable, is listed in bold.

Parent This work Others

Co2O+
2 O O, O2, CoO, CoO2

a

O, O2
b

Co2O+
4 [O2] O2, O4

b

Co2O+
6 [O2] O2, O4, O5, CoO2, CoO4

b

Co3O+
2 O, Co Co, CoO, Co2O2

a

Co3O+
3 O, [O2] O, O2, CoO, CoO2, Co2O2, Co2O3

a

Co4O+
3 [O2] Co, CoO, Co2O2, Co3O3

a

Co4O+
4 O CoO, CoO2, Co2O2, Co2O3, Co3O4

a

Co, CoO, CoO2
c

Co4O+
5 O, O2 O, O2, CoO2

c

Co4O+
6 [O2] O2, CoO2

c

Co4O+
7 [O2] O2, O3, O4, CoO4

c

aReference 23.
bReference 27.
cReference 35.

suggested that ConO+
m dissociates preferentially via the loss

of O2 and that fragment ions with a 1:1 stoichiometry are
favored.35 Under the experimental conditions of these ear-
lier studies, nevertheless, multiple fragment ions are found in
most cases, causing ambiguity to identify sequential/parallel
dissociation channels. In addition, it is also difficult to deter-
mine whether the losses of observed larger neutral fragments
result from a single dissociation event or multiple consecu-
tive ones. Possibly, in those cited studies higher laser fluences
were used or the clusters initially had a higher internal energy.
In the present study, the preferred dissociation channels of
ConO+

m and Con−1CrO+
m clusters can clearly be distinguished

and there is no evidence for the occurrence of multiple subse-
quent evaporation events.

B. Relative stability and structural information
from the photofragmentation data

The mass spectrometric results and the photofragmenta-
tion channels provide direct information on the relative stabil-
ity and indirect qualitative information on the structure of the
clusters.

The intensities of clusters, as produced in the source, are
not only determined by relative stability but also by growth
conditions (e.g., temperature of the cluster source, partial
pressure of the inert gasses used for the condensation, etc.)
and size-dependent ionization energies. In contrast, in the
present experiments, where clusters are first mass-selected
and then exposed to laser light, the fragmentation process
tends to terminate at fragment ions with an enhanced stability.
High internal energy of the clusters after photoabsorption al-
lows the clusters to explore (on average) the most stable struc-
tural configuration.

The data listed in Table I show that Co2O+
2 , Co4O+

3 , and
Co4O+

4 are produced frequently as fragment of larger clusters,
implying that they are relatively stable. Specifically, Co2O+

2
is a fragment of Co2O+

3 , Co2O+
4 , Co2O+

6 , and Co3O+
2 . Co2O+

may even be more stable than Co2O+
2 , since it is the most

intense fragment of Co2O3
+ (see Fig. 1). Co4O+

3 is a daugh-

ter ion of Co4O+
4 , Co4O+

5 , and Co4O+
7 , while dissociation of

Co4O+
5 , Co4O+

6 , and Co4O+
8 terminates at Co4O+

4 . The en-
hanced stability of Co4O+

4 was also observed in Ref. 35.
Qualitative stability information can be obtained from

the relative intensities of fragment to parent signals. It
is expected that the more stable clusters tend to remain
more intense after fragmentation.31, 33 The proposed enhanced
stability of Co2O+

2 , Co4O+
3 , and Co4O+

4 is consistent with this
argument. It should also be mentioned that a high fluence
(>50 mJ/cm2) was needed to fragment CoCrO+

2 while the
other clusters could be fragmented at a fluence threshold of
about 20 mJ/cm2. It implies that CoCrO+

2 is a relatively more
stable cluster. Alternatively, Co2CrO+

2 and Co2CrO+
3 could

easily be fragmented, suggesting that they might be relatively
less stable than their pure counterparts, Co3O+

2 and Co3O+
3 .

It should be noted that these conclusions are only valid if the
photoabsorption cross-sections do not strongly vary in the in-
vestigated size range, for which there is no independent evi-
dence.

The preferred dissociation channels can also provide
hints about the structures of the clusters, e.g., whether oxy-
gen prefers integrating into the metallic framework or be-
ing weakly adsorbed to the surface.35, 38 Possibly the atomic
oxygen evaporation channel implies that ConO+

m with m ≤ n
+ 1 for n = 2, 3 and m ≤ n for n = 4 have structures in
which oxygen atoms bridge the metal atoms. The [O2] loss
channel of the oxygen-rich species might imply that they have
weakly attached O2 units. The preferred loss of [O2] for most
Cr-doped species suggests that doping may modify the metal-
oxygen framework. Since CoCrO+

3 favors the loss of an O
atom to form the stable CoCrO+

2 , one might postulate that
the third O atom in CoCrO+

3 is not bridging the Co and Cr
atoms. Structural argumentation based on photodissociation
experiments, however, has to be treated with care. The high
photoexcitation energy may cause structural permutation be-
fore fragmentation. During this process the clusters explore
all possibilities of getting the energetically most favorable dis-
sociation channel. In this context, DFT computations provide
additional information for structural determination.

C. Calculated structures of the ConO+
m and

Con − 1CrO+
m

The most stable isomers of ConO+
m and Con − 1CrO+

m (m
= 1–4 for n = 2, 3 and m = 3, 4 for n = 4), as obtained at
the computational level described in Sec. II, and the relative
energies of those isomers with respect to the obtained low-
est energy structures are given in Fig. 2. Descriptions of the
structures are available in the supplementary material.48 We
found that for both pure and doped species, oxygen atoms pre-
fer to bind atomically to the metal atoms until the number of
oxygen-metal bonds is maximized. Additional oxygen atoms
are adsorbed to the metal-oxygen framework. The minimum-
energy structures (MES) of clusters containing more than
one oxygen atom often are ring-based geometries, except for
Co2O+

2 , Co2O+
3 , Co2CrO+

2 , and Co3CrO+
4 . The linear MES

obtained for Co2O+
2 is unexpected in comparison with previ-

ous predictions for Co2O0,+
2 , where ring structures were found

to be most stable.22, 27 Linear MES structures are also found
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FIG. 2. Optimized ground-state structures, relative energies (in eV), and spin multiplicities (superscript) of ConO+
m and Con − 1CrO+

m (m = 1–4 for n = 2, 3
and m = 3, 4 for n = 4).

for Co2O+
3 and Co2CrO+

2 . The replacement of a Co by a Cr
atom in Co4O+

4 induces a complete geometric restructuring,
with the most stable form of Co3CrO+

4 being a cube.
In good agreement with the suggestions based on the ex-

perimental dissociation pathways, ConO+
m with m ≤ n + 1

for n = 2, 3 and n, m = 4 have structures with metal-oxygen
bonds and adsorbed oxygen atoms. The experimentally ob-
served [O2] loss of Co2O+

4 is also supported by the pre-
dicted ring-based ground-state structure with a weakly bound
O2 unit. The structural difference between an almost linear
Co2O+

3 and a ring structure with an attached O atom for
CoCrO+

3 is reflected in the preferred dissociation channels
(evaporation of O2 molecule and an O atom, respectively).
Similarly, different experimentally observed dissociation be-
havior for pairs of pure ConO+

m clusters and Cr doped clus-
ters, such as, Co3O+

2 and Co2CrO+
2 , Co3O+

4 and Co2CrO+
4 ,

and Co4O+
4 and Co3CrO+

4 , may be explained on the basis of
their different geometrical structures.

D. Dissociation energies

The calculated dissociation energy required to remove
atomic oxygen [DE(O)], molecular oxygen [DE(O2)], and a
Co or a Cr atom, [DE(Co)] and [DE(Cr)], from the cobalt
oxide clusters and their Cr-doped counterparts are listed in
Table III. Those energy differences between the parent clus-
ter and the fragments are calculated assuming lowest energy
structures (and spin states) for the mother cluster and the
fragments. The expected error margin of the current DFT
functional on thermodynamic parameters is about ±0.3 eV.

Dissociation channels involving species with metal-metal
bonds are marked with †, and are likely less accurate given the
current description of metal-metal bonds at the applied DFT
level (cf. the discussion on the benchmark data for dimers in
the supplementary material48). It is expected from detailed
balance theory that the evaporative rate constant kn(E) de-
pends strongly on the dissociation energy.30–32 The preferred
evaporation channel thus corresponds to the channel with the
lowest dissociation energy.

TABLE III. Calculated dissociation energies (in eV) to remove atomic oxy-
gen, DE(O), molecular oxygen, DE(O2), and a Co or Cr atom, DE(Co), and
DE(Cr). The experimentally preferred fragments are listed for comparison.

Parents DE(O) DE(O2) DE(Co) DE(Cr) Preferred fragments
Co2O+

2 3.31 2.95a 4.29 ... O
Co2O+

3 3.49 1.27 4.72 ... O2
Co2O+

4 3.32 1.28 4.74 ... [O2]
CoCrO+

2 4.88 5.58a 5.15 6.28 O
CoCrO+

3 4.34 3.69 5.88 7.56 O
CoCrO+

4 2.98 1.79 5.99 7.24 [O2]
Co3O+

2 4.73a 4.23a 3.93a ... O/Co
Co3O+

3 5.48 4.68 5.92 ... O2
Co3O+

4 2.33 2.28a 4.93 ... O
Co2CrO+

2 5.57a 6.38a 3.04 5.03 [O2]
Co2CrO+

3 5.40 5.44 4.10 6.95 [O2]
Co2CrO+

4 4.37 4.24 5.49 7.99 [O2]
Co4O+

3 5.73a 5.49 a 3.31a ... [O2]
Co4O+

4 4.86a 5.06 a 5.85 ... O
Co3CrO+

3 5.83a 6.02 a 3.04 4.06 [O2]
Co3CrO+

4 5.57 5.87 a 4.24 7.31 [O2]

aDissociation channels involving clusters with metal-metal bonds.
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The values in Table III indicate that the Cr doped species
are relatively more stable than the pure cobalt oxide clusters.
In particular, Cr doping significantly enhances the stability of
Co3O+

4 . At least 4.24 eV is needed to fragment Co2CrO+
4 ,

while only 2.28 eV is needed for dissociation of Co3O+
4 .

This enhanced stability of Con − 1CrO+
m compared to ConO+

m

could be explained by the larger binding energy of CrO (4.36
± 0.3 eV) than that of CoO (3.98 ± 0.14 eV).49

For n = 2 species, the calculations indicate that Co2O+
3 ,

Co2O+
4 , and CoCrO+

4 prefer to dissociate by loss of an oxy-
gen molecule. This implies that the experimental observations
indeed correspond to the loss of O2, rather than the consec-
utive evaporation of two O atoms. Also the experimentally
observed atomic O evaporation from CoCrO+

2 is confirmed
by the calculations. For Co2O+

2 and CoCrO+
3 , the calcula-

tions indicate that evaporation of molecular oxygen is the
most facile dissociation channel, while the experiments show
atomic oxygen evaporation. The relative energy differences
between DE(O) and DE(O2) for these clusters is, however,
comparable to the computational error margin.

For the n = 3 species, the calculations predict that
Co3O+

2 , Co2CrO+
2 , and Co2CrO+

3 prefer dissociating via the
loss of a Co atom, while other species favor evaporation of
either an oxygen atom or an oxygen molecule. The evapora-
tion of a Co atom for Co3O+

2 is in line with the experimental
observations, where the loss of a Co and an O atom are ob-
served as parallel channels. Also the observed O2 loss chan-
nels for Co3O+

3 and Co2CrO+
4 are confirmed by the calcula-

tions. The calculated energy difference between DE(O) and
DE(O2) for Co3O+

4 is much smaller than the error margin,
which implies that the calculations support the experiments.
The calculated DEs of Co2CrO+

2 and Co2CrO+
3 show that the

most facile channel is the evaporation of a Co atom. It should
also by remarked that a high daughter/parent intensity ratio is
observed for Co2CrO+

3 (see Fig. 1), while this cluster is pre-
dicted to have a relatively high DE. This likely implies that the
photoabsorption efficiency of this cluster is high at 355 nm.

For the n = 4 species, the calculations show that oxy-
gen atom evaporation is the energetically preferred channel
for Co4O+

4 , which is in good agreement with the experimental
observation. For Co4O+

3 , Co3CrO+
3 , and Co3CrO+

4 , the calcu-
lations indicate that the evaporation of a Co atom is the pre-
ferred dissociation path, whereas the experiments show the
loss of [O2] as most facile channel. These differences could be
related to the inherent shortcoming in the energetic treatment
of metal-metal bonds using DFT methods, which is difficult
to overcome, in particular for larger sized species. Alterna-
tively, the differences could be due to kinetic-controlled pro-
cesses, where an activation energy is needed to initiate disso-
ciation. The presence of a possible energy barrier has not been
taken into account in the present calculations. In this context,
the overall agreement between calculated dissociation ener-
gies and experimental observations, especially for n = 2 and
n = 3, is satisfactory.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the stability of pure cobalt ox-
ide and chromium doped cobalt oxide clusters ConO+

m and

Con − 1CrO+
m (n = 2, 3; m = 2–6 and n = 4; m = 3–8),

by means of photodissociation experiments in combination
with DFT calculations. Photofragmentation spectra prove that
pure cobalt oxide clusters with a high oxygen content (m ≥ n
+ 1 for n = 2, 4 and m ≥ n + 2 for n = 3) favor splitting
off molecular oxygen. Clusters with a lower oxygen content
prefer to evaporate atomic oxygen. Substitution of a Co by
a Cr atom alters the dissociation behavior. For all studied
chromium doped species, except for CoCrO+

2 and CoCrO+
3 ,

[O2] unit evaporation is experimentally found to be the most
facile dissociation channel.

DFT calculations demonstrate that most of the investi-
gated ConO+

m and Con − 1CrO+
m (m = 1–4 for n = 2, 3 and

m = 3, 4 for n = 4) clusters have structures in which the
number of metal-oxygen bonds is maximized. The dopant
atom has the strongest influence on the geometric structure
for CoCrO+

3 , Co2CrO+
2 , Co2CrO+

4 , and Co3CrO+
4 , suggest-

ing a different growth mechanism compared with the un-
doped cobalt oxide clusters. These structural changes are sup-
ported by corresponding changes in their measured dissocia-
tion behavior. The calculated most facile dissociation chan-
nels generally are in good agreement with the experimental
observations. Detailed comparison between experimental dis-
sociation behavior and computational data show that Co2O+

2 ,
CoCrO+

2 , Co4O+
3 , and Co4O+

4 are particularly stable. The cal-
culated dissociation energies suggest an enhanced stability of
the Cr doped clusters over their pure counterparts. The en-
hanced stability by Cr doping is not directly observed in the
fragmentation spectra where daughter/parent intensity ratios
are higher for the doped species (in particular for Co2CrO+

2
and Co2CrO+

3 ). Those findings are not conflicting if the pho-
toabsorption efficiency of these clusters at 355 nm is enhanced
by Cr doping.
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